
MY BIRD JOURNAL
EXPLORING BIRDS OF BRITISH COLUMBIA

Suggested age range: Grades K-5 
Materials required: A place to
observe the outdoors and a pencil 
Time required: 15 minutes (for one
activity) up to several hours 

Illustrations by Amira Maddison and
kQwa'st'not (Charlene George)

Canada Goose (LOX̱ENE)



As part of engaging with this package about birds, we invite you to dive deeper into learning
about these birds and many other interconnected beings using Seeing Through Watchers’
Eyes (STWE) – Between the Worlds. This online interactive learning tool was built using the
Prezi platform by kQwa’st’not~Charlene George, with support from Sierra Club BC. It tells the
story of the land where the mural lives, on the territory of the Lekwungen peoples.   
 
This learning tool is based on the thirty-two foot collaborative mural Through Watchers’ Eyes,
housed at Spencer Middle School (School District 62), as designed by kQwa’st’not~Charlene
George. The tool is a publicly shareable, culturally rich Indigenous learning tool to support
community learners of all ages and backgrounds to see through another’s eyes. The mural and
online tool help to open our eyes to new perspectives and answer many questions including
where to begin in addressing the climate crisis. This tool invites learners into a new way of
seeing and relating to the natural world while offering opportunities for learning using
various modalities. 
Access STWE at sierraclub.bc.ca/watcherseyes/

Learn more about the 13 Saanich Moons (TŦE SĆELÁNEṈ EṮ W̱SÁNEĆ), 
including the many birds that play a role in the different moon cycles at:
firstvoices.com/explore/FV/sections/Data/THE%20SEN%C4%86O%C5%A6EN%20LANGUAGE/
SEN%C4%86O%C5%A6EN/SEN%C4%86O%C5%A6EN/learn/stories/589847d1-a2eb-4962-9a43-db5fd7316ddd

Seagulls (ḰENI) remind
us to be adaptive, to

pay attention to
changes & storms, and

let go of the things
that limit us.

This package includes a variety of activities to engage with many fascinating and unique species of birds in B.C.  
 
Throughout the document you will find reference to many birds important to the Lekwungen 
peoples (Songhees and Esquimalt Nations). The words you will find next to the English name 
are in the SENĆOŦEN language. We express gratitude for the Indigenous concepts, thinking 
and images offered by kQwa'st'not (Charlene George, tSouke) which enrich this package.

INTRO TO THIS PACKAGE
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For the best birding, try to be out in the early 
morning when it’s still twilight! 
 
Don't worry if you don't have these birding tools, 
as the most important thing is patient observation 
skills and practice being observant of your surroundings.
 
Practice developing your peripheral vision by doing the Owl Eyes activity before you 
go outside to observe birds. Find an instructional video at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2js74vxOXfg 
and an accompanying booklet with written instructions at: sierraclub.bc.ca/online-classroom/

Bird watching takes practice and time. You are not going to see or hear every bird each time you
go outside. However, over time you will have the opportunity build up your observational skills
and expand your birding experience.

EXPLORING BIRDS OF BRITISH COLUMBIA

Binoculars 
Bird Journal (page 6-7)
ID book 
Bird sounds app

What to bring with you when you go birding:

Birding tips:

Use your ears and eyes to experience more birds! Eagle (QELEṈSEN) 
demands we fly with a strong

heart & long-sightedness in
all that we see & do.
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Quiet your mind. Before you start to go out and look and listen
for birds, you need to find some peace in yourself.
When you do get outside into a comfortable place to sit
or stand, start off by closing your eyes.
Listen carefully, do you hear a bird?  
Point in the direction that you hear that bird                        
 (with your eyes still closed).
Now open your eyes. With your hand still pointing in the
direction of the bird, follow it with your eyes and see if you can
spot the bird.

1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

Answer these 3 questions:
What sound does the bird make? Try and replicate it's sound.
 
 
What colour(s) is the bird?  
 
 
Have you seen this bird before in this place? 
Make a check mark each time you see this bird.

Heron (SṈE₭E) speaks
to lifelong balance and

graceful commitment
to transformational

movements.

LISTENING FOR BIRDS
Start by finding a place to sit or stand outside. 

A good place to start this activity is in a quiet place near a tree.
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i)

Swan (SW̱ EWḴEN)
reminds us that every

action and thought
needs to contain grace.

Beak  

Crown 

Eye 

Back 

Wing 

 

h)

Tail feathers
Belly
Primary feathers 
Secondary feathers 
Breast 
Throat

BIRD IDENTIFICATION
a)

b) c)

d) e)

f)
g)

j)

Label the following parts of the Gray Jay 

Knowing the names of the different parts of the
bird will help us describe it in our bird journal.
Answers are on the final page.

k)
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Use these terms as you go outside
with your bird journal (the next two
pages).
 
You can find birds in all sorts of
habitats. See how your observations
change as you enter different
ecosystems.



BIRD JOURNAL
Season: Date: Time:

Weather: (circle one)

Location/Habitat/Place:

Observations: Sight/Sounds/Activities

Bird species/markings/features:

Species: Quantity:

Draw what you saw:
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WHAT BIRDS DID YOU SEE?
Put a checkmark beside the picture of the birds you see. 

Take this list with you each time you go outside to go bird watching.

Rufous Hummingbird
(SX̱EDJELI) 
are the smallest migrating bird; many
migrate as far south as Mexico.
Despite this distance, they have been
documented returning to the same
feeders in B.C. year after year!
 Violet Green Swallows are
coloured as their name
suggests. They form 
colonies of 20 pairs or more
and nest in rock cavities on
cliffs. They are very agile
    flyers!

Turkey Vultures
are scavengers, meaning they
eat things that are already
dead. Their head is red while
their legs and bill are pale.

American Robins (QESḴEḴ)
have eggs that are light
blue and are often found
pulling worms out of the
lawn. They have reddish-
orange breast feathers.

Mallards (MO,EK’)
look very different. Male mallards are
called drakes. They can be easily
identified by their bright green 
head, yellow bill, brown chest 
and patches of blue on their
wings. Female mallards are 
called hens. They are brown all over 
with blue patches on their wings, 
orange and black bill, and orange feet.

Northern Flickers (T̸IḴT) 
are part of the woodpecker
family. They use their very
sticky tongue to capture
ants and small insects. They
have black-spotted bellies.
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WHAT BIRDS DID YOU SEE?

Hutton’s Vireo 
eat both plants and bugs.
They eat berries and hunt
for beetles, ants, spiders and
butterflies. They are a dull
olive-gray with a faint white
eye ring and wing bars.

Pileated Woodpeckers
(T̸ETEṈ)
are the largest woodpecker.
They drill large rectangular
holes in trees in search of
tasty carpenter ants. They
are mostly black with white
stripes on the face and neck,
and a bright red head.

Great Blue Heron (SṈE₭E)
is often seen watching over
the shoreline. It can
swallow a fish in just one
gulp!

Swainson’s thrush (W̱EW̱ELEŚ)
arrives as the ripener of the summer
berries. His song puts colour into 
the berries. DI,LEḰ (wild 
strawberries) and 
ELI,LE (salmon berries) 
begin to ripen with his appearance.

Red Winged Black Bird
generally nests in thick
vegetation of freshwater
marshes, sloughs, and
fields. 
 

Western Meadowlarks
have a bright yellow chest.
They typically nest on the
ground. They are often
found in grasslands.

Colour in the pictures as you go!
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Chickadee-
deee-deee

a feather

a nest bird songs 
(listen!)

a flying bird

something a 
bird might eat

a perched bird

HONK
Shooka
shooka
shooka

CLEAR

CAW
CAW

Cheerily,
Cheer-up,
Cheerio!

a bird by the 
shore

a bird at a 
feeder

a bird feeding 
on a worm 

a bird bathing 
in a puddle

a bird diving 
into water

a bird feeding 
it's baby

BIRD SCAVENGER HUNT
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DRAW YOUR OWN PICTURE OF A BIRD THAT YOU HAVE BEEN WATCHING RECENTLY

Date spotted:
Location spotted:
Name of the bird:
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Ravens (SQTO) communicate so well!
Historically ravens’ tricksy minds got
them into many humbling places, not
unlike humans today. Communication
and unique thinking are key.

Check out these resources and links to learn more about the birds:
iNaturalist: inaturalist.org 
 
Sierra Club B.C. Ecomap: sierraclub.bc.ca/ecomap/ 
 
Love owls? Learn to draw the Northern Spotted Owl with a how to
video at: sierraclub.bc.ca/webinar-learn-to-draw-owls/ 
 
Birding in British Columbia: birding.bc.ca 
 
Atlas of the Breeding Birds of B.C.: birdatlas.bc.ca
 
Yellow Point Ecological Society: Common Yard Birds 
on Eastern Vancouver Island (including bird calls):
https://yellowpointecologicalsociety.ca/2019/05/01/
the-birds-of-yellow-point/ 

RESOURCES

Answers to page 4 (Label the parts of the Gray Jay):
a) Crown b) Eye c) Beak d) Back e) Throat f) Secondary feathers 
g) Breast h) Primary feathers i) Wing j) Belly k) Tail feathers
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